Abstract. In this work we propose one deep architecture to identify text and not-text regions in historical handwritten documents. In particular we adopt the U-net architecture in combination with a suitable weighted loss function in order to put more emphasis on most critical areas.We define one weighted map to balance the pixel frequency among classes and to guide the training with local prior rules. In the experiments we evaluate the performance of the U-net architecture and of the weighted training on one benchmark dataset. We obtain good results using global metrics improving global and local classification scores.
Introduction
Understanding handwritten historical documents is a challenging task that includes several sub-problems. One of the first steps is to segment and extract text lines which could be recognized in subsequent phases to understand the document content. The layout analysis of handwritten documents can be very difficult, because of the variable layout structure, the presence of decorations, different writing styles and degradations due to the aging of the document. In the last years different techniques have been proposed to address this task [3, 10, 13] . In particular, to extract text lines from handwritten documents we can consider two types of related problems. Considering the page segmentation task the target is to split a document image into regions of interest [3] . On the other hand the text line extraction stage allows to localize and extract the text lines directly from the document image [1] . These approaches extract regions of interest which are considered as text lines and often provide similar results when considering handwritten documents. To clarify the goal of text extraction from historical document we show in Figure 1 one example from one benchmark dataset together with the ground truth of the page.
Among several solutions proposed to solve this task some use assumptions to simplify the approach. In [8] the authors assume that for each text line there is one path from one side of the image to the other that crosses only one text line. Based on this assumption, they trace the text line after the blurred image transformation extracting directly the text lines.
Later, it has been proposed another solution [5] where the authors are able to extract text line from handwritten pages using Hough transform and the page structure as prior knowledge .
In the last years, many different CNN architectures have been presented to solve several computer vision tasks.One important task is the semantic segmentation of images whose goal is to classify pixels from different categories and subsequently to extract homogeneous regions. One interesting solution adopts Fully Convolutional Networks [12] composed only by convolution and pooling operations used to learn representations based on local spatial input to compute pixel-wise predictions. The FCNs with respect to CNNs architectures do not use fully connected layers and use upsampling layers as deconvolution operations.
In this paper we address the page segmentation using one Fully Convolutional Network with a weighting of the pixels used to compute the training loss designed to address our task. In this way, we aim at classifying with better results some areas of the image that are more critical to perform the text line extraction, without using dedicated post processing techniques. The main contributions of this paper are the use of the FCN to perform text segmentation and the design of the weighting schema.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief review of related work in the fields of semantic and page segmentation tasks. Then, in Section 3 we describe the architecture used to perform page segmentation. The proposed weighting is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5 and concluding remarks are in Section 6.
Related works
In the field of document analysis, page segmentation task has gained a lot of attentions during the time. Several solutions use artificial neural networks as well as Convolutional Neural Networks which have been applied successfully to this task showing best results compared to handcrafted features solutions ( [9] , [3] ). In the work [9] the authors use CNNs to extract text lines from historical documents classifying the central pixel from extracted image patch. After one suitable post-processing phase, using the watershed transform, it is possible to extract the text lines and also provide a page segmentation.
Instead, in [3] the authors propose to use a Convolution Networks for the pixel labeling task. Using a superpixel algorithm to extract coherent patches, they are able to perform page segmentation using a trained CNN model to predict the semantic class for each extracted patch.
We recently proposed one solution [1] to detect text lines on the basis of the assumption that for each text line it is possible to define one separator line and one median line. The median line is the middle line between the top profile of the text and the bottom profile, while the separator line is the middle line between two consecutive median lines in the text area. In [1] we used one suitable Convolutional Network to separate the text line areas from the document background. Fully Convolutional Networks are largely adopted in semantic segmentation field. One adapted version of FCN named U-net [11] has been applied to biomedical image segmentation outperforms existing methods for cell tracking challenge by a large margin. Always in the biomedical research area, it has been proposed a novel deep contour-aware network [2] to solve the gland segmentation task. This model is able to segment gland and separate the clustered objects into individual ones training a unified multi-task learning framework.
In scene parsing, a novel approach [15] has been proposed to solve the task. The authors propose pyramid scene parsing network which is able to merge together local and global representation defining a pyramid pooling module, in this way they prove as a global prior representation could improve the final segmentation result.
A Fully Convolution Network has been also used for page segmentation [14] where the FCN is used to provide a pixel-wise classification followed by post processing techniques to split a document image into regions of interest. The main focus is not the extraction of text lines, but the pixel classification and therefore the metrics used are related to semantic segmentation.
Recently, a very challenging dataset has been introduced by [7] where the authors evaluate various end-to-end FCN architectures to segment handwritten annotation in historical documents.
Network architecture
In this work we address the page segmentation using one Fully Convolution Network that is trained directly on document image (large) patches to learn a pixel-wise classification model which is able to segment different regions of interest in the input image. The documents addressed in our experiments have three different semantic classes: background, text and decoration. An example of one input image with its ground truth can be seen in Figure 1 .
Several architectures have been proposed to address the semantic segmentation. One model that gained attention in biomedical image segmentation is the U-net [11] . In this work we propose a neural network which is strongly inspired by the U-net model. By inspecting the architecture in Figure 2 we can notice the U-shaped model where the first part consists in a contracting path and the second consists in an expansive path.
The contracting path consists of many encoding operations composed by convolution operators with kernel 3 × 3, stride 1, and max-pooling operator with kernel 2 × 2 stride 2, respectively. In this way the model is able to learn a data representation based on many local transformations computed by sequential convolution and pooling operations. In particular, for each transformation layer, we have two convolution operation followed by a pooling operation. The number of filters for each transformation layer is variable and we adapted these values to our problem. In particular, in the first layer we have 32, in the second 64, in the third 128, in the forth 256, and in the last 512 filters.
The expansive path consists of several decoding operations composed by upsampling and convolution operators. Having a look to Figure 2 , for each decoding step the features are concatenated with the computed feature maps from the contracting path (with the same shape). Still in the same decoding layer two convolution operations with kernel 3×3 and stride 1 are applied to the previously computed features. The expansive path proposes the same number of filters for each decoding layer, but in reverse order with respect to the contracting path. All the convolution operators use Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs) as activation function. In the final layer one single 1 × 1 convolution linear operator is used to map the last features into the number of desired output channels.
In order to map the features into a classification score we use the Softmax operator to predict the probability score related to the semantic segmentation. In particular, we compute pixel-wise classification scores to determine a class for each input pixel. In the basic approach we use the cross-entropy loss function to train the model from random weights initialized using the technique proposed by [6] . This loss function is then modified in order to take into account the peculiarities of the problem addressed in this paper. To build the training set we randomly crop several patches with a fixed shape from each document image. To maximize the differences between training patches the maximum overlap between patches is set to 25%. Like in [1] during the test phase, we systematically extract document patches from the input image with an overlap of 50%. For each pixel the final prediction is the average of the probability scores computed by the neural network for all the overlapping probability maps as illustrated in Figure 3 .
Weighting the loss
In page segmentation there are several issues which make it difficult to obtain good performances. One significant problem is the unbalanced pixel class distribution. Having a look to Figure 1 we can see that the pixel distribution is highly unbalanced for background pixels with respect to the foreground pixels (considering foreground as text and decoration parts). We can notice also that some background pixels are very important to segment text lines. Often the text lines are very close to each other and in this case some misclassification errors of pixels between two text lines could give rise to significant problems for properly segmenting contiguous text lines.
The model is trained using a categorical cross entropy. One possibility to give different values to the input during the training is to add one weighted map to the loss function
where Φ ⊂ Z 2 is the set of pixel positions, q : Φ → 1, . . . , K maps input pixels to the class label of the predicted distribution p (K is the number of classes), w : Φ → R + is the weight function that maps each pixel x to a suitable weight. Considering Equation 1, we define a weighted map function w(x) which assigns a cost to each pixel considering the class frequency and the contribution which could provide in the segmentation task. In particular, considering the set of pixels Φ in the training mini-batch that are used to compute the loss function, we define a weight map to balance the class frequency and also to put more attention in specific areas which are useful to segment different regions properly. The weight map therefore includes two aspects of the document, the background and foreground areas. Formally, the weighted map assigns to a pixel x one weight balancing the pixel class frequency with a factor α and managing the background pixels with a predefined weight mask β(x) (described in Section 4.1), such that:
where the foreground pixels Φ f ⊂ Φ represent the text and the decoration areas, while Φ b ⊂ Φ represent the background pixels.
Considering Φ the set of pixels for each mini-batch, the foreground pixel frequency is a variable number (usually |Φ f | < |Φ b |). In order to balance the foreground areas we apply a factor α as
Having a pixel weight related to the class frequency we can balance the loss function improving the training. Fig. 4 : Creation of the weighted mask of a ground truth page. In the third image, after merging the GT for region 1 and region 2 we can see pixels closer to both regions give a larger contribution to the weight mask.
As previously mentioned, not all background pixels have the same importance with respect to the overall performance. In particular, misclassification errors between contiguous text lines could give rise to improper segmentation of the text lines. To address this problem, we define one training rule weighting more the background pixels between different regions (text lines or decorations). This topological constraint is a rule which could be defined directly into the weighted map (Equation 2) defining a weighed mask β(x) for the background area as described in the following.
Weighting background pixels
The weighted mask β(x) gives more emphasis on background pixels considering the distance between two contiguous lines. The background pixels have a classification cost inversely proportional to the distance between two contiguous text lines. To this purpose, the weight mask assigns to each background pixel one value considering the distance to the nearest line (a larger distance gives a smaller value and vice versa). For the others background pixels, the weight mask β(x) returns a fixed (neutral) weight value.
To compute the weight mask β(x) we first transform the ground truth image from three class to a two class representation by merging text and decorator as foreground and the rest are background pixels. Considering this representation, taking a text region per time, we compute the distance transform which designs level curves from the region borders to a defined maximum distance d. An example of these level curves is shown in Figure 4 (region one) where the level curve value (in false colors) decreases when increasing the distance from the region border.
These level curves encode one information useful to consider the distance to the nearest regions. Iteratively, computing a level curve for each region and summing-up these values we can produce an overall weight mask. In this way, when the regions are close each other, the level curves are summed providing a larger value when the regions are closer. The largest value is obtained when the distance between two regions is only one pixel. We force the range of values for the level curves to be between 0 and 1. By using a factor λ to multiply α (Section 4) we obtain mask values larger than foreground weights.
Considering a binary representation I of the ground truth image, for each region r i at time i, we compute the level curves on the basis of the distance transform dist d (r i ) limiting this representation until a max distance d. We can consider the area around all the region borders with a maximum distance d as a dilation operation with kernel d.
In this way, the mask for an image with N regions is:
where dilate d is the morphological dilation operator with kernel d useful to consider the area where the weight mask has a variable number. For the remaining pixels in the page the weight mask maps pixels to a neutral value. We illustrate in Figure 4 the approach to compute the weight mask. Starting from a ground truth image we compute a binary representation with foreground regions and background. For each region, we compute the distance curve levels as dist(r i ) which are sequentially summed with the next region representations. The final result is the computed mask for all the pixels x ∈ dilate d (I) which are the critical pixels where we want to put more emphasis during the training to learn background representation. To provide a better idea about the critical pixels, in Figure 5 we highlighted in red the critical pixel areas.
Experiments
In this section we describe the experiments performed to test the proposed model to segment historical document images. The tests have been made on the Saint Gall dataset that consists of handwritten manuscript images that contain the hagiography Vita sancti Galli by Walafrid Strab. The manuscript has been most likely written by one single hand in Carolingian script with ink on parchment. Carolingian minuscules are predominant, but there are also some upper script letters that emphasize the structure of the text and some richly ornamented initials. Each page is written in a single column that contains 24 text lines. Altogether, the Saint Gall database includes 60 manuscript pages [4] . The database is freely downloadable and it is provided with layout descriptions in XML format. The document images in the original dataset have an average size of 3328 × 4992 pixels.
We evaluate the model performance using four metrics applied to semantic segmentation in previous works [?] . These measures are based on pixel accuracy and region intersection over union (IU). In particular, we evaluate the performance using: pixel accuracy, mean pixel accuracy, mean IU, and frequency weighted IU (f.w. IoU). Let n ij be the number of pixels of class i predicted to belong to class j (in total there are n cl classes), and t i = j n ij be the total number of pixels of class i. We can express the measures as:
-Mean accuracy
-Mean IoU (Intersection over Union)
-Frequency weighted IoU
The previous metrics are used to define a global evaluation for whole pages. To better evaluate the performance, we also define one local pixel accuracy considering only the area around the foreground regions. In Figure 5 we depict in red the area around foreground regions where the local pixel accuracy is computed. This area is important to extract text lines because misclassification pixels in it could give rise to a wrong layout analysis.
In the experiments we trained the proposed model using the patches extracted from the original training pages. The training dataset if composed by several patches of size 256 × 256 pixels randomly extracted from the input pages. Overall the training dataset contains 299, 756 patches. The different methods are compared evaluating the models on the test set pages.
In Table 1 we report the results for page segmentation on the Saint gall dataset and compare with previous results on the same dataset reported by Table 2 : Results for critical pixel classification.
Chen et al. [3] . The proposed model obtains good results with respect to [3] also by using the standard cross entropy loss. We improve only the mean IoU by using the proposed weighted loss. These metrics evaluate the page segmentation globally, but as we previously mentioned some misclassification errors have more importance in the final segmentation results. The results reported in Table 2 detail the critical pixel accuracy. This measure is useful to evaluate the model behavior after the training done using different losses. Using the weighted loss we can obtain better results which could be useful to extract text line directly after the page segmentation.
For a qualitative evaluation of results we show in Figure 6 one part of one page and two results, one from a model trained with cross entropy loss and the other from a model trained with the proposed weighted loss. We can notice that the model trained with the weighted map is able to better segment different text lines.
In order to evaluate the trained models with the measure proposed by [9] , the model trained by weighted loss obtains Detection Rate (DR) and Recognition Accuracy (RA) respectively better than the model trained by cross entropy loss. Comparing these scores we considerably extract more accurate text lines using the proposed approach.
Conclusions
In this work we addressed the segmentation of handwritten historical documents by means of deep architectures. We presented one approach to weight a cross entropy loss to improve the results in particular in critical regions. By weighting In the future research we will from one side address more challenging datasets and from the other side we will exploit the pixel classification produced by the model discussed in this paper. In particular, we will compare the performance using other FCNs architecture to explicitely extract the text-lines from document pages.
